
Access Company address：2-82 Akemi, Toyohashi, Aichi 441-8074 Japan

▼By car

From the Toyokawa Interchange, 40 minutes by car.

From the Toyohashi station, 40 minutes by bus.

From the Toyohashi station, 20 minutes by taxi.

▼When coming by train At the Toyohashi station, take Bus line#14, bound for Osaki/Topy Industries (bus stop#1). Get off at Topy Industries. The cost will be JPY490. 
Backtrack, by foot, to the last intersection and turn right. Proceed 200 meters. You will see a green building on the right side with our name, 
Hamana, visible in block letters. Walking time is 5 minutes.

NOTE: The “Osaki/Topy Industries” Line and the “Osaki/Osaki” Line are different. The Osaki/Osaki Line stops short of the desired destination. We 
recommend you take the “Osaki/Topy Industries” and the bus stop “Topy Industries”.
Alternatively, you may take to Toyohashi Railroad, Atsumi Line, to Oitsu station. However, there is no bus from that station to our location. We 
recommend the route from Toyohashi station, as described above.

・From Nagoya
Take the Tomei Highway to the Toyokawa Interchange. Take National Highway151 (Ina-Road). In the Kozakai area, take Route247 (Kozakai-Bypass) and 
go straight. Turn left at the Toyogawa Bridge-North intersection. Go straight on Route23 (Toyohashi-Bypass). Take the Route23 (Toyohashi-Bypass) to 
the Toyohashi Port interchange. Turn right at the next intersection. Soon after turning right, there will be a folk in the road. Go right toward Tahara, 
and continue straight. This will join the main road. Turn right at the second intersection, Kaigunbashi.
When facing the Topy Industrial Company, turn left and proceed 200 meters. You will see a green building on the right side with our name, Hamana, 
visible in block letters.

・From Hamamatsu
Take National Highway1, past the Toyohashi Zoo & Botanical Park, and turn left at the Umeda Bridge-West intersection. Go straight on the East 
Mikawa Beltway. Soon after passing the intersection at the Toyohashi Port interchange, there will be a folk in the road. Go right toward Tahara, and 
continue straight. This will join the main road. Turn right at the second intersection, Kaigunbashi.
When facing the Topy Industrial Company, turn left and proceed 200 meters. You will see a green building on the right side with our name, Hamana, 
visible in block letters.
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